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J:Q.12. Names, Biggest Events, Best Ever

Roughest, Toughest Rodeo Set for Labor Day
mount. Instead, clowns distract
the bull while the rider runs for
The 54th annual Ellensburg :the nearest fence.
Rodeo-billed as "the largest three
Clowns, then, are an important
performance rodeo in the world"- part of any big time show, and this
will begin at 10 am Saturday, year's rodeo features two of the
September 4, with a parade down finest-barrel man Bob Rome and
Main Street, and will end Labor wild man Wick Peth. Peth, who
Day with the rodeo finals.
runs three miles a day to stay in
Featuring the roughest cowboys, shape for what he so aptly refers
the meanest livestock, the most to as "bullfightin"' and who perfamous and flamboyant clowns, as formed at last year's national
well as attractive cowgirls and finals, has been known to jump on
Yakima Indians in colorful native the back of a bucking brahma in
dress, the rodeo will once again order to free a rider whose hand is
incarnate the spirit of the Old caught in the rigging.
West.
Aside from the five PRCA events
According to publicity director with their star-studded cast of
John Foster, the five scheduled national champions, the rodeo will
Professional Rodeo Cowboy As- feature barrel racing, wild cow
sociation (PRCA) events (saddle milking, and the Posse Cliff Race.
bronc riding, ·steer wrestling, At the Labor Day performance of
bareback bronc riding, calf roping, the 1975 r odeo, th cliff race
and brahma bull riding) will bring brought the crowd to its feet as a
nearly all of the top names in the thundering cloud of dust-lost in
rodeo world here, including such the middle of which were two men
favorites as last year's national on horseback-came plunging
all-around co-champion Tom down the steep east bank of
Craig's Hill and into the arena.
Ferguson.

by STAN LONG

Brahma bull riding, the most
popular PRCA event, is also the
most dangerous. The ill-tempered,
cantankerous bulls will attack
horses and so pickup men cannot
be used to rescue a contestant
once he leaps or is thrown from his

have been presided over by
charming young cowgirls, and this
year's rodeo is. no exception.
Earlier this year, Tami Willette of
Roslyn was elected queen. Her
court consists· of Terry Lowe,
Ellensburg, and Kathy Clark,
Bellevue.
With so many attractions, the
1976 roded is expected to draw
thousands of people from all over
the Pacific Northwest. The rodeo
arena, which seats 9,000 people,
was sold for both the Saturday

and Sunday performances last
year. On Sunday, 2,000 people
were turned away, and Monday's
performance though not a sellout,
drew a record crowd.
With so many people in town
overnight. accomodations in popular hotels and motels will be
scarce. Alan Browning of Ellensburg Holiday Inn says he has no
vacancies for Labor Day weekend
and hasn't had for the last six
months. Other motels and hotels
around town report similiar shortages.

But low-cost lodging is available,
as Central will once again be
offering dorm rooms at the rate of
$7 .50 per person per night. Those
wishing to make reservations are
-advised to call (509) 963-1312 or
write Wendall Hill. din~ctor of
Auxilliary Services, Central Wash- .
ington State College, 98926.
Rodeo tickets .are available at the
Rodeo Office at the east end of 6th
Ave. For more information call
925-5381 or write P.O.Box 777,
Ellensburg.

Although the two dust-covered
competitors were only part-time
cowboys, they drew even more
applause than the professionals.
But it takes more than cowboys,
livestock, clowns, and, horse racing
to make a rodeo. Recent rodeos

SATURDAY
IO:OOam-Gigantic Western Parade
I: IOpm-lndians Dance in Arena
1:15pm-lndians on Parade
1:30pm-Rodeo Grand Entry and
RODEO!
4:30pm-lndian Village Open
7:30pm-New! Exciting! Posse Night
Show
SUNDAY
l:IOpm-lndians Dance in Arena
1:15pm-lndians on Parade
1:30pm-Rodeo Grand Entry and
RODEO!
4:30pm-Indian Village Open

7:30pm-New! Exciting! Posse Night
Show
Throughout Day - Kittitas County
Fair and Carnival
MONDAY
I: I Opm-Indians Dance in Arena
1:15pm-lndians on Parade
1:30pm-Rodeo Grand Entry and
RODEO FINALS!
4:.30pm-Indian Village Open
Throughout Day - Kittitas County
Fair and Carnival
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Evans Resigns To
Travel And Write KPQ Donates Vitals To KCWS
by ED HENDERSON

Oregon high schools, and later \vas
a member of the journalism
depai:.tment at Boise State.
Evans, a Minnesota native, graduated from Macalester College in
St. Paul. Evans proudly notes that
a classmate of his in a political
s<·ience dass was Vire Presidential nominee, Walter Mondale,
also a Macalester graduate. Afte1
leaving Macalester, Evans wor!:~.:!
on newspapers before getting his
teaching credentials at the University of Portland. He later received
a Masters Degree in Communication from the University of
Washington.

David £ \' ans, Ct>llege Editor, ha ~
resigned his position effective this
month . Evans came to Central in
June, 1969.
His early duties
included teaching journalism and
serving as advisor to the Crier.
Under his supervision, the Crier
lol)k first pbwe in state compel it ion in 1971.
Evans' resignation has left him
free to pursue his interests of
tra~el a.nd writing. By the first of
September he intends to begin a
"solo travel around the rim of the
United States." Evans has friends
and relatives along the way to help
Shortly after arriving at Central.
him. When he gets to Florida he
intends to take an extended Evans' wife died. But his two
excursion to Haiti. From Haiti he daugh1 ers remain in dose contact.
will return to the United States The olut.;t is teaching at The
and travel up to Novia Scotia and Dalles Oregon, while the young·
eventually travel to th~west coast est is a Music and Frenrh major at
Central.
and settle in British Columbia.
Although Evans is looking forAn important motive behind his
resignation and travel is to keep a ward to escaping the bureaucratic
log for article writing.
Evans tangles of college work, he will
would like to seriously pursue full leave with some regrets. He feels
time writing, not only articles but Ellensburg is an "unique placepossibly the juvenile field and there's no place like it in the
plays.
But like many . hopeful world." He also says he will miss
writers, Evans has left the door the "fringe benefit of music, plays"
open for a return to teaching and and the friends he has acquired.
David Evans is the rare person
newspaper work.
Before coming to Central, Evans who i.s willing to push forward
taught journalism for 15 years in after most have stopped.

Mentor Hauff Tutors
A Forgotten Music
by RAINY GAGE
The blurb on the ad sheet reads:
"TRUDE HAUFF-born in
Hamburg, Germany. Emigrated
to Stockholm, Sweden and continued her study of music in
Swedish Comprehensive School
Studied at Orff
1954-1973.
Institute in Salzburg 1965-1967.
Member of Orff Institute summer
workshop staff. Now teaching
music in Comprehensive School,
Hamburg, Germany."
Trude Hauff is a tall, nice looking,
friendly woman, quite obviously
enthusiastic about what she is
doing.
WJrnt she is doing is teaching
music of a special kind, music in its
most elemental form. Primitive, in
the true sense of th~ word: simple,;
beginning with the tappings, clappings, slappings and. snappings of
childhood.
Experience what fingersnapping,
handclapping, foottapping and
kneeslapping are, in syncopation.
You are experiencing not only the
forgotten second nature of what it
is to be human, you are working
with composer Carl Orffs theory
of Music for Children: "Help the
child make music at his own level."
Hauff stresses over . and over,
"The relationship between movement and notation must be clear."
Meaning: One must feel, in the
body, if the note is long or short.
Not just in the brain, it's the
syncopation of ·the two.
The Carl Orff methodology
involves the whole person as a
musical instrument. It teaches the
individual to a.ct and dance as well
as use body parts to make music.
According to Hauff, Africa, as

opposed to Europe, maintains its
"natural" music after thousands of
years. Europe went sophisticated
through the genius of Bach,
Chopin and other great masters.
Europeans learned to listen and
· forgot the joy of making their own
music.
Hauff believes the musical ability
is in all of us and that some
individuals have more opportunity
to develop it than others.
An opportunity is being offered
to all comers this summer: Trude's
Carl Orff Workshop. Hauff hopes
to be back next summer also,
helping "to make people creative
by giving them an education."

by JOY YARNELL
Thanks to help from radio KPQ in
Wenatchee and other Washington
radio stations in the form of
equipment loans to KCWS, the fire
ravaged campus radio station has
high hopes of returning to the air
by September.
"We received
almost immediate response from
KPQ," said Dale "Scott" Carpenter, KCWS station manager.
"The equipment that they have
given us is broadcast quality.

All that we have to do is bring it
up to specifications, which means
that some technical maintenance
must be performed by our
engineer, Henry Huestis."
According to Carpenter, all of the
radio stations contacted about
loans or donations had positive
responses to the call for help.
Among the stations that did have
equipment -0n hand for loan are:
KONA radio in Pasco and KIMATV in Yakima.
KCWS plans to relocate in Black

Disco Craze Here
by 808 WHEATLEY
Money has been appropriated by
the ASC to begin construction of a
permanent discotheque in the SUB
basemem.
With the rising popularity of
recorded music for dancing in
taverns and lounges, the ASC
entertainment committee began
researching the possibility of
adding a disro to the SUB.
The initial plans were made last
spring but were contingent on the
amount of money allocated for
special activities by joint student
fees.
President Brooks submitted a
recommendation to the JSF (Joint

Student Fees) committee which
amounted to a 100 per cent
increase over the previous fiscal
year.
Because of the increase in funds,
the Board of-Control approved the
plans for remodeling the basement
area.
Papa John's Coffeehouse was
held in the old Cavern area last
year. Although a disco will be
created in that same space, the
ASC wln continue to use it as a
coffeehouse on occasion, according
to John Drinkwater, executive
manager.
Nanci Byrne, dances chairperson
on the entertainment committee,

said the disco will be used one or
two nights a week, depending on
its popularity.
Byrne said the disco will be called
Monroe's and the entire basement
wil! be portraying Marilyn Monroe
and. her career.
A new sound system will be
purchased for the disco and will
include the same professional gear
that commercial discos have
installed.
Bids for the sound system are
expected to go out early in
August.
At present, blueprints of the area
have been obtained from Facilities
Planning, and the drawings are
being made for the purposes of
selecting building materials.
The remodeling will not consist of
actual reconstruction of the basement. The entire area will be
repamted and graphic design
work done to decorate.
Drinkwater also said that there
was a possibility that on occasion a
one-day liquor license may be
obtained to sell mixed drinks to
students 21 and over.
A floating bar will be permanently installed with soft drinks served
some nights and liquor on others.
Remodeling will begin the first of
August and completion is expected
in early September.
Monroe's is slated to be open on
Monday night, September 20th.

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!
WE'VE PULLED STOCK FROM OUR OTHER STORES TO
ONCE MORE OFFER THIS EXTRAORDINARY VALUE.

212 this fall. "We are working
right now with the Physical Plant
to get dimentions, estimates, and
so forth, to set up our soundproof
booth," Carpenter said. Carpenter
says that KCWS has had difficulty 1
relocating because of the expenses ,
it would incur in moving and in
installing a sound system in an
According to Carpenter, Don
Wise, Dean of Student Union
Activities, Bob Wheatley and the
ASC Programming Committee
have been helpful. "James Goodrich, of the mass media department has been a lot of help.
He has been there to push where I
could not push. He's been very
concerned about getting KCWS
back on the air. Henry Huestis,
our· engineer, has been very
dedicated, working·some very long
hours to get the equipment into
shape for broadcasting," Carpenter said.
Concerning next year's programming and format plans,
Carpenter said that little will have
to be changed as a result of the fire
damage. "It is going to be difficult
for listeners to request music since
our library is somewhat lacking.
But, we are working on trying to
bring our library up to date.
If I had any intentions to have an
all-request show for instance,
something like that would have
to be cut," said Carpenter. Other
than these kinds of problems,
Carpenter intimated that plans
will not be changed.
There will be some changes i!l the
programming from last year's
format. Carpenter has some ideas
in mind for the upcoming season,
including talk shows. He says the
purpose of this type of show is to
get people interested in local and
national issues as well as mixing
the programming between music
and announcers taking calls.
"If the response is great, we might
extend the length of such shows.
Listeners could call in and state
their views. Or if there is a local
issue, we might have someone in
who is involved with that topic,
someone "'ho . can answer questions, a local official or dignitary,"
Carpenter said.
Though future programming
changes and plans are important
to him, Carpenter said, "Our two
main concerns right now are .
getting a record library together
and getting the equipment in
shape to go on the air."

THE

SHOP

lllb

[Bl1Ic]
IVIULTIPLE PLAY
MANUAL
TURNTABLES

harman/kardon
TOTAL RETAIL PRICE sa10

• HARMAN/KARDON TA600 am/fm. receiver, with
power to spare, 38 watts per channel.
• HARMAN/KARDON Model 40 speakers. 2-way
design, with particularly good bass response.
• B.l.C. 940 belt-driven programmable turntable,
with base, and Empire 2000E-lll cartridge.

~~r:n
PRICE

s499

·Sales· Repairs
·Service

·TAKARA
BICYCLES
)'

· 'E//ensburg's
Oldest Bike
Shop'
Open
Tues.
Sat.
307 North Main, 925-3326
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Lebanese Land Deal; Part II

Developer Mkarzel Sees Special Role for Central
these good accomplishments being
done, with God's help, if we will."
Hearing this, it was half-jokingly
"I do believe," Mkarzel said, "that
this county has a very important ventured that maybe someday
institutivn, which is Central Wash- Central would have a "wing" on
ington State College, and the Mkarzel's clients' land.
In response to this, Mkarzel said,
operating of this county in the
way of progress and improvement · "I'm having a lot for t~e colle.ge,
couldn't neglect that big institut- which will be used by the college
and which would be a scientific
ion."
Mkarzel made this statement in research center." Unlike the light
response to a question concerning probe . that had prompted it,
the connection between Central Mkarzel's statement was serious.
He was asked if this land .for the
and his clients' land. At the outset
of the interview, he said that such college was already set aside, or if
such plans were still tentative.
a connection existed.
"Yes, we have a parcel of land the
He continued on this same
subject: "So it was nonsense even college could use," he answered.
to visualize such a successful "No problem."
When asked if anyone from
development (his clients'), if this
institution wasn't aware of what Central had contacted him about
was going on. That's why I hired this, he said, "Not yet."
The conversation moved to
the geologists of the college, and
the land use would be fixed by the· future land purchases. Mkarzel
professionals from there, which we was asked if he and his clients had
have ·agreed to with the re- any plans to purchase more
s po n si bl es from the college. Kittitas Valley land.
In reply to this, he said he was
Farkas (Steven Farkas, associate
professor of geology) has been engaged in a private investment
doing the water-potential study, not connected with his clients'
and Bentley (Robert Bentley, as- investment. The purpose of this
sociate professor of geology) has private investment, he said, was to
been doing the oil study. And they establish his residency. He has
applied for U.S. citizenship rights,
have been working together.
"Besides, this college has been and one of the requirements for
quite a success, ·and there isn't any becoming a U.S. citizen is having a
reason why it wouldn't make, with . private investment in this country,
<;ooperation, any other project a he said. But so far as his clients
-success. It's a big college, and it adding to their investment, he
has been, so far, a success, which said, "This development now is
·I think it is
would entitle the same responsible 26,000 acres.
to be in a position to help with the . important enough in acreage."
He quickly qualified this stateenvironment. At the same time
that would contribute to the ment, however, by saying, "I can't
college itself, which we would like say I - wouldn't purchase some
to see one day as a university, with more if needed for this develop-

by DAVID PAYSON

ment. I ·can't be affirmative on it
at the same time, because I'm not
much in need of it. Neither are the
investors or the community at this
stage. But I ·may conceive of a
kind of in-between land between
Ellensburg and Parke Creek (the
closest of his clients' land to

Mkarzel
Ellensburg), which would be a
link. If I would find it would be
hard for people to drive 15 miles to
Parke Creek, I'll make it six miles,
or seven, or eight-then it would
be easier for people to get there."
He was asked if he knew the
status of this "in-between" land.
"They are lands owned by
farmers," he answered. "And they
are productive lands, whi~h I'm
not interested in because they
already produce. B~t the hillsides
are unproductive at this state,
which could be

of interest-to

make them productive and then to
carry the mileage to the acreage,
accordingly to the community
hopes of · feeling near the
property."

$$$$$CASH$'$$$$
FOR TEXTBOOKS
Jerrol's is.the place
to buy & seJI your
extra text books!

When Mkarzel was asked what given the land and ti~e community
he thought the community wanted the rights belonging to everyone.
in regards to such land as his If I had been aggressive, I would
clients', he responded, 'Tm not have encountered much more difsupposed to know what they want. ficulty."
I'm supposed to make i~ available
Last . Septemher, a newspaper
to them the most I can. If they are article said that Mkarzel had
not getting into it yet, I do believe "registered a mild protest to
it has to go this way. Once it is Kittitas County Commissioners
accepted definit~ly by the· com- w'hen the latter body talked in
munity, it will be accepted .by the August of putting a sanitary
state and the whole country. landfill near 1he Lebanese
I'm very much optimistic . . It has property."
been· so far a good investment and
Asked about this protest,
a good accomplishment."
Mkarzel said, "It wouldn't have
It was observed and stated to helped me with the investors
Mkarzel that he seemed to be on themselves to make them coming
the defensive about this inve.st-· with more financial prospects to
ment. Commenting· on this, he this development if they knew the
said, 'Tm not too much on the garbage_ would be part of the
defensive, but I don't want to be development, and I didn't feel it
on the offensive at the same time.
would be of interest since there
That's why I always take more of a are many other spots which are
defensive side than an offensive better ones, as one of the comone, because I do believe the first missioners told me. So I did
right of this land's use is by 'the re gist.er a protest."
neighboring community.
I
Commenting on the final outcome
wouldn't have gone so far .w ithout . of his protest, he .said, "I think
finding any opposition if .I hadn't they have changed their minds."

Teachers Learn,Too
.

.

\

by STAN LONG

journalism and English classes at
Davis High this falJ. She describes

Although most teachers will
frankly admit they return to
school to ensure pay r~ises and to
secure promotions, many of them
find their summer experience
provides them with an opportunity
to learn something useful.
As Dan Donaldson, high school
English teacher, says, "Attending
summer school offers an . opportunity for the student to do more
or less what he wants to do; if he
wants to relax, he can, and if he
wants to open new academic
vistas, he can do that also1"
John Larson, who teacher high
school .chemistry and physics,
finds that the majority of the
. pr~fessors are "sincere and good
and excellent" and that only "one
out of fifteen education profs is
very bad.'' This summer he has
learned "to set up behavioral
objectives and how to handle
parent-teacher conferences."
Linda Brown, who claims to be
one of the typical teachers on
campus, says that teaching too
long ·can give a person "tunnel
vision" and that she is "reawakened" to the problems of her
own students by actually being a
student. She feels that knowing
the problems her students face
will make her a more effective ·
teacher when she returns to her

her summer experienc.e as: · "r"'treslling, .. but says it would be

"more refreshing if more classes
were offered."
But English professor Richard
Johnson is quick to point out that
many departments operate with a
small staff summer session and
therefore are not able to offer a
wide selection of classes. He says
further of summer session that
students get out "at least as much
as they . put into it," and that a
number of classes such as twoweek and four-week workshops
are "aimed at teachers."
In
assessing the teachers on campus
this summer, Johnson said,
"They're a pretty good looking
__
hunch of people.'_'
Junior high social studies teacher
Vicki Deacon says "coming back
every summer allows me to keep
abreast. of new theories pertaining
to my field.
History needs
renovating from time to time
because children get tired of it."
And she feels that summer school
helps prepare her for the coming.
year. ln her words: "It's kinda
like a nostalgia trip. I mean, it's
really ironic: This summer I'm
living. in my old dorm room and
eating in Holmes Dini~g Hall.
Aft.er summer school, I'll really
feel like going back and teaching.''

Walnut North Apts.

ULlerrol's
111111111 East 8th

OPEN
7 Days
A Week
925-9851

One and two bedroom units
from $110.00 available,
swimming pool_.

Call 925-2725

=_i.:1. _1 :~. i; · :i ' ii!f.if
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Weeds Scar Oasis lmagef N~J:~N~~t
by DAVID PAYSON
So now that you've seen everything there is to see on Central's
campus, ·are you impressed?
You've probably noticed by now
the rustic, subdued beauty of the
old part of campus, the areas
around Shaw and Barge Halls.
Walking the neatly manicured
grounds of this area, in the
shadows of those ivy-walled
structures, one can feel the
heritage of this college, sense its
roots. Beautiful.
An.d at the opposite end of the
campus, who hasn't marveled at
the futuristic architecture of
Nicholson Pavilion and the Psychology Building? The former, with
its stanchion-lined roof, appears
ready to lift into the air, and the
latter, solid and forceful, seems
chiseled from granite.
The
grounds surrou~ding both of these
impressive structures, as well as
the grounds of the adjoining
athletic areas, are well kept,
frequently mowed and landscaped.
Neat.
So you've noticed these things.

Good. As it should be on a college
campus, aesthetic lines and natural neatness abound. But wait!
What's this? What visual waste is
this that bespoils our campus?
Weeds. Millions of weeds. Acres
of them. The entire northwest
corner of our campus from Fourteenth A venue in is overrun with
them. The grounds which back
and side the L&L Building, the
Library and the Instructional
Building are covered with thi~

unsightly carpet of unchecked
vegetation. Not a flower grows
there to brighten the dismal
scene; not a blade of domestic
grass emerges from the unlandscaped soil. Scrub grass, rocks
and raw earth dominate the
picture, violating the modern lines
of the buildings and just plain
ruining the visual effect of that
part of campus. After surveying
this area recently, someone coined
an appropriate name for it:
"Overgrown U." That it is.
How can such an eyesore exist on
a campus that is otherwise so well
groomed?
The usual reason:
money, or rather, the lack thereof.
According to school officials, funds

haven't been available to landscape this area.
But there is hope. As part of the
1977-79 biennum capital budget
request, $50,000 is being sought to
improve this section of campus.
If the money is granted, work on
the land can begin as early as July
l, 1977. Beautification plans have
already been drawn up which
include everything from removing
the wild vegetation and laying
topsoil to erecting a circular
concrete platform from which will
rise-you guessed it-a 75-foot
high bronze-colored flagpole.
Hey, now that's an improvement!
The only thing currently flying out
there in the wind is tall grass.

by RAINY GAGE
As I was walking toward the
crosswalk on Fourteenth Avenue,
in front of Nicholson Pavilion, a
small red car approached.
I had just put one foot down from
the curb, when I overheard (their
windows were down) a little old
lady say to the young driver,

"Charlie, that student with the
green backpack will earn you
twenty!" and then she kind of
cackled.
As the car swerved in my
direction, I jumped back onto the
curb, panting, near heart failure.
I could have sworn I heard her
shriek, "Missed! That's the third
one you've missed this week! Who
ever told you young folks you
· could drive?""
I thought:
"Yes, I am the

Gingerbread Man ... Drive, drive,
as fast as you can, you can't run me
down, I'm the Gingerbread Man.
This week attempts were made
by some high school students, an
older woman directing a young
man, but I'm fast I am . . .
They won't get me 'cause I'm the
Gingerbread Man!"
But what about all those students

·and others who aren't as fast as
the Gingerbread Man?
What about those negligent
motorists who seem to have forgotten what crosswalks were
painted for?
Maybe it would help to repaint
the crosswalk irid orange and put
up a sign, ·which might read:
People are not gingerbread men
so please approach with caution.
Maybe this reminder will help.
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Editor
Sure as there ain't no batters in
the Coconut Grove, we Miniver
Cheevey types are perched about,
this time of year, gnawing our
pyschosomatic nails (they taste
like real ones) and cursing the
concrete that covers the fragrant
grasses.
Now I am as progressive as the
next girl, some of my best friends
have electric can openers, I myself
have a digital clock and I've often
been heard to say that the
Twentieth Century is an idea
whose time has come. And, all
whimsy aside, I am aware that
some students could not attena
school if they could not drive or be

Crosswalkers: Run, Run, Run

Circulation

•

u:v~~~~c~~J

Just in case motorists aren't
paying attention, some friendly
advice:
If you are a pedestrian facing the
perils of that particular crosswalk
(there is another right beside it, so
the advice holds for both) each
morning or afternoon: Look both
ways. Make sure approaching cars
aren't too near. Then run like ...
a

gingerbread man!

·s taff Praised
by JANE SNYDER

pot and a parking lot three feet
from every building idea has gone
too far. Convenience has been
placed ahead of aesthetics and I
believe that the spiritual life of the
student body has · suffered.
Perhaps in the past students
could use the ten minute break
between classes to make a quickie
communion with nature. Perhaps
there was so much grass then it
was all right to walk on all of it and
none of it was fenced off.
Perhays students gamboled on the
verdant lawns like young lambs
and then again, perhaps they
didn't, but at least they could
have. Now they can blister their
feet on concrete, say "Om" a lot
and never be entirely spiritually
rejuvenated.
Not content with acres of con. crete sparsely dotted with green,
students are asking for more
parking space and if there was
money they would probably get it.
The new library lot provides thirty
spaces, ample room for those who
must drive, but the demand is for
more and safety is supposedly the
reason.
And a poor one. There's no "out
Reach" program to deliver books
to students who don't have cars. If
they have to ride their bicycles or
walk to the library at night no one
seems to be concerned if they meet
with a murderer or rapist at some
disputed barricade. Apart from
some concessions to improved
lighting, concern has been centered on the increasingly fewer
feet between parking lot and
building.
Foot patrols are probably a good
idea. Parking lots, more, and most
of the ones already here, are not.
And unless students want to see a
new era of Central as a shopping
mall, they should quit attempting
to pass off an ugly convenience as
·
a safety measure.

When I learned that we'd been
smoked out of our office and had to
move into a new office that
resembles the city jail, I was
perturbed. Knowing that at best
of times I'm only ineffectual and
inept, I had to rely on a small
number of staff members to provide the leadership qualities I
lacked.
Debbe Sagor has been a wonderful production manager. Responsible for the layout of the
paper, she has also designed the Editor:
major ads and photo pages. She
Please print this information for
and Gaby Zambrano have worked your readers:
until sunrise laying out copy.
If you are between the ages of
Greg and Karen McElroy, who 18-25 and were raped when you
just started work this quarter, are were between 15-20 years of age,
not only dedicated, but are the not more than 5 years from your
only people I know who've ever present age, I would very much
learned the basics of production appreciate your help. If you are
work in about half an hour.
willing to volunteer for a study,
Neither Pita Guiterriez nor Paula you will be providing myself and
Romeo had ever operated a others with important information
compugraphic before, but they about what really helped you
both worked marathon hours and during the crisis and how the rape
Paula taught herself to make affected your feelings about yourrepairs her second day on the job. self and men. Having this inStan Long, a new reporter, took formation will help give us emoon a number of difficult stories and tional support to victims like
in the Crier's time of need, Trish
yourself.
Henderson and Rainy Gage bePlease call Mary Ann at 454-6062
came "instant reporters."
after 6: 30 pm weekdays and
I was always staff before and anytime on weekends.
Your
believed that the editor did all the participation will be kept conreal work, the work that made it fidential. Please call collect if
all come together. I was wrong.. . 'o utside 206 area code.
. •. .

Rape Info
Requested
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Child Abusers Can Seek Aid
by PATRICIA HENDERSON

In 1973 a law was passed requiring certain professional people
to report cases of child abuse.
Among these professionals : are
teachers: counselors, physicians
and school nurses.
However,
other members of the community
may need to know how to cope
with child abuse. Arlene Bennett,
counselor at Family Service and
Counseling Center, says that child
abuse is physical abuse or neglect,
emotional abuse or deprivation,
verbal assault or sexual abuse.
Someone witnessing a child being
abused and fearing for the child's
safety, should call the police
immediately. The caller's name
will be kept anonymous if requested and immediate action to
protect the child will usually be
taken. In case of repeated actions
of child abuse, notify either the
police, 962-9833, who will have a
juvenile officer put in charge of the
case, or notify the Department of
Social and Health Services, which
includes Child Protection Services,
925-4834.
If child abuse is
occurring outside city jurisdiction,
call the sheriff for help, 925-9858.
According to Bennett, the idea
behind reporting child abuse is not
to punish the parent or to take the
child away from the parent, since
this may prove even more
emotionally detrimental to the
child. Rather, the abusive parent
is given counseling, advice and
help for dealing with his problem.
The child may occasionally be
separated from the parent for a

short period of time, for the
benefit of both parent and child,
but this is no longer the most
common procedure. A case worker
from the Child Protection Services
is usually assigned to help the
abusive parent.
.
Bennett also says most parents at
soine time abuse their child.
But when this abusive behavior
becomes the pattern rather than
the exception, then the parent
should seek aid. If the parent
wants immediate help, he can call
Crisis Line, 925-4168, and they can
give advice or refer the parent to
Parents Anonymous.
Parents
Anonymous is a national organization similar to Alcoholics
Anonymous in its organization. It
is just beginning to be organized in
Ellensburg.
There is no all-inclusive explanation for child abuse, Bennett says.
Many abusers were abused as
children and model their behavior
on what they experienced as
children. Still another group of
child abusers are people under
pressure who tend to release their
frustrations on their child without
feeling anger towards the child.
These are the people who can
utilize Parents Anonymous, or
Friends in Service to Humanity,
(FISH), which provides temporary
mothering. This is for children
whose parents need to get away
from their children for a short time
to avoid abusing them. The parents can also contact the psychology clinic on campus, which gives
fr.ee services, or contact the Family Service and Counseling Center
in the · Land Title Building on
Fifth and Pearl.

411 No. Pearl

SPORTS
BOUTIQUE

Bennett says perhaps the best
way to combat child abuse is to
educate the general public to want
to help abusers, not punish them.
Ellensburg has services offered in
-this long range education plan.
Numerous churches offer parenting classes to aid parents in being
better parents. Also, Headstart
and Fifth A venue offer parenting
classes.
Community ' Mental
Health Agencies provide information on organizing or joining
parenting sessions.

Music Menu

Woofer Wobblers Toasted
by ROB MATES
Derringer
Blue Sky Records
x 694
After playing guitar prof essionally for ten years, it seems
that Rick Derringer has finally
chosen a serious musical direction
to follow. As a boy he played with
the legendary McCoys (Hang on
Sloopy). Next, he rambled back
and forth from Johnny to Edgar

Central Interns Among
Those at Science Center
The Pacific Science Center (PSC)
stresses learning through experience, and 18 college students
have been given the opportunity
to learn in just that way-through
experience. Selected from colleges and universities throughout
the state, these students are
participating in work-study and
internship programs at PSC. Most
are working through the summer
months, while a few will continue
through December. Among these
an" Scott McConnell and Luann
Bice ·froll} Central.

Marx impression when explaining
the effects of super-cold liquid
nitrogen. Each of the 12 OJ's
also presents an authentic Coast
Indian legend in the PSC's longhouse.
Four students are participating
in internships ranging from three
to six months in length.
By
working at the PSC, they are
gaining valuable . practical experience in the fields, as well as
earning academic credit. Their
duties include observing and
participating in all aspects of their
fields, enabling them to learn
through experience.

The majority of the work-study
students are science demonThe 18 students are:
strators. Nicknamed "OJ's" for Lance
Branson. SCCC: f:athy
the hright orange jackets they
Bohn, UW; Christina Clark, UW-wear, these students serve as
Math OJ's; Cynthia Fry, WSU;
hosts to visitors at the PSC. The
,Carol Gagnat, UW; Edina Briggs,
12 OJ's · present daily scheduled
WWSC-Astro-Space OJ's; Gary
demonstrations on everything
Falcon, SPC; Daniel Cox, UW;
from Mars to goldfish, liquid
Mary Minton, SCCC-Physical
nitrogen to Puget Sound; as well
Science OJ's; Dava McNutt, UW;
as answering questions and perTim Williams, UW; Valerie
forming informal demonstrations.
Vasilou, NCCC-Life Science OJ's;
Some of the OJ's feel that Kyu Lee, UW, Exhibits Mainstraight science can be boring, so tenance Assistant; Kodi Chatthey've added unique touches to wood, WWSC, Grants Managetheir demonstrations.
Mary ment Assistant; Luann Bice,
Minton of Seattle Central Com- CWSC, Graphics Intern; Susan
munity College disguises herself Coles, Whitworth College, Public
as a wizard when performing Relations Intern; Scott McConnell,
in a combustion demo, while Dan CWSC, Multi-Media Intern; and
Cox of the University of Wash- Maggie McNamara, Evergreen
ing...0n does an original Groucho State College, Archeology Intern.

Gemini Shirt
and Gift Shop

CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
and LETTERING
All Summer
.Merchandise Reduced

Open Fri.
til 8PM
t'

Bank Americard
Masterchar·g e

for the Summer

Winter. However, his new band,
simply entitled "Derringer,"
seems to be on solid ground.
The group is made up of Rick
Derringer:
vocals and guitar,
.Danny Johnson:
guitar and
vocals, Kenny Aaronson: bass and
background vocals, and Vinny
Appice on drums. Vinny Appice is
the younger brother of Carmine
Appice of Beck, Bogart and Appice ·
fame.
·
The musical influences of this
debut album emerges from the
many sounds emitted from the
band's flashy guitarists.
Danny Johnson is the album's
key to success. He plays with a· -~
finesse resembling Jimmy Page,
· with the vitality of Jeff Beck and
Jimi Hendrix, and he molds it into
his own unique style.
A variety of sounds range from
familiar "Who Licks" to "Let Me
In" to the heavy-metal Hendrix
distorted style in "Comes A
Winner" and "Goodbye Again."
The album's lyrics is what really
keeps it alive.
As always,
Derringer has included a few
ballads assisted by lyricist Cynthia
Weil.
I believe that unity will give the
band commercial success. For the
first time Derringer is working
without the help of the Winters.
"Derringer" isn't geared for
teenagers alone, and that is a
definite step in the right direction.
Sad Wings Of Destiny
Judas Priest

Janus Records JXS 7019
With today's heavy-metal onslaught, few bands stand outJ udas Priest definitely stands out.
It blends a mixture of hard rock
and melodic vocals that form ·a
crisp new sound.
The album is the band's second
release and first in this country.
Their first album was entitred
Rocka-Rolla.
Their newest album contains a
satanical theme which is dramatized by soaring guitar solos and
shrilling screams by vocalist
Robert Halford.
Lead ·guitarist K.K . . Downing
epitbmizes the guitar techniques
of Jimi Hendrix to the upmost on
"Tyrant" and "Victim of Changes."
An Alex Harvey style rocker,
"Ripper" is a standout number
with excellent lyrics.
The album is on the verge of a
concept album with one song
merging into another to form a
total story.
The album is generally good and
.should receive good FM air playIt is . definitely a good woofer .
.wobbler.
·

ellensburg warehous
402 south mai

Denim Jackets $ ll 8 e

BONGS, CLIPS; PIPES
and PAPERS
Gemini in the plaza
925-3005

Denim Pants $10~f'

New Arrival of
Hand Bags $8 50

962-9442

Ellensburg's IOOF ( lnternationaJ_D..r_der of Oddfellows)
cemetery has a memorial to Mary aHerJ Shoudy the
"Mother of Ellensburg," and new kviacktones of Vietnam
casua /ties.
.,A But there are also the headston.,e.s~ctf men who
returned to Ellensburg from World IN s I and II, and the
Spanish-American War. A few old...beJ:Jdstones have
G.A.R. inscribed on them.
-,-. ,._
Headstone inscriptions seem to _,. yncy with the decade
and the economy and so do the he...iJd~tones themselves.
Perhaps reflecting a lower infant mo.rtQlity rate, there
~·
....
seem to be no recent doves and la,.m.bs such as marked
the graves of infants and children jn tbe past. There
are fewer of the little inset stones Si'~ng family sections
reading simpl'!: Baby.
Simplicity and garishness, Bib ·e--v.~ e and hymns,
children dead of epidemics, youngroiijs who- died of
tuberculosis when it was still ca lled"co,,nsu m ption, Masons
and men and women whose life ?--re.ts included four .
wars, Henry Ford's assembly line 09dtrips to the moon;
the cemetery is Ellensburg's history chsled in stone.
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Trout Fishers: Joe's
Hopper Time Near
by STAN LONG
Local angling expert Larry
Rabanal of Stranges Sporting
Goods reported last week that
trout fishing on the Yakima River
near Ellensburg has been only "Ta
da, ta da" so far this summer, but
that in about two weeks, with the
arrival of Joe's Hopper time,
fishing will perk up.
Joe's Hopper time-the period
from mid-August through late
September when ill-f(l.ted grasshoppers jump into the · river and
are in turn gobbled up by hungry
cutthroats, rainbows, silvers and
brook trout-derives its name
from an artificial t;reenisb-yellow
fly currently being sold at local
sporting goods stores. Rabanal
says that once the hoppers are on
the water fishermen may expect to
limit on ten to twelve-inch trout
along the entire stretch of river
from Yakima to Cle Elum.
But so far this summer fishing
has been slow with the majority of
fish in the six to eight-inch range.
Fishing along the S-curve between
Thorp and the city wells, Scott
Wilson and his wife, Peggy,
recently caught seven eight-inch

rainbows: Scott, who in previous

years has caught fish as long as
sixteen inches in the same
"general J.rea," said he has only
seen two big ones taken this
summer. One was a seventeen
inch Squawfish which he caught
himself, and the other v: as a
twenty-four inch sucker caug·ht by
his wife. Peggy, obviously repu!sed by the fish's thick soft lips
and carpish appearance, said that
her fish was "so ugly that Scott
had to take it off the hook."
One of the biggest, if not the
biggest, trout caught this summer
was taken by Central graduate
assistant Eric LaGasa. Measuring
twenty-one and a half inches,
LaGasa's fish was taken in the
Yakima sometime in early July.
The fish was caught on "secret
bait" in a "secret hole."
Even without a secret hole or
secret bait, Joe's hopper time
promises to provide top-notch
a,ngling.
In addition to Joe's
hoppers, fly fishermen have in
previous years caught trout on
black gnats, royal coachmen, cow
dungs, gray careys and white
millers.
Bait fishermen-aside
from the usual eggs and wormsha ve taken fish on periwinkles,
marshmellows, cocktail shrimp,
crawdads, and maggots.

Parry Rebuilding
A major rebuilding job faces ·Ross (749 yards). Also returning
Coach Tom Parry, who is begin- is flankerback Ed Hansen . .
ning his 11th year at the Wildcat
The offensive and defensive lines
helm. His teams won back-to-bac'
league championships in 1972 and . must be completely rebuilt. It is
much the same situation with the
1973.
Two transfers, Joe Fejernan and linebacker corps and secondary.
John Martin, will vie with
Charles Stockwell, who booted
returnee Jeff Smith for the for 38 points, including a conquarterback duties. ·
ference record-tieing seven field
Back are ball-packers Jim goals, returns to anchor the
Tremper (373 yards) and John kicking game.

HOPPY's

Visiting high school cheerleaders learn new cheers to take back to their hometown schools. All of the
young cheerleader instructors, male or female, had one thing in common, they're all former cheerleaders.

Five Pitchers Planning to Enroll
Central baseball
coach Gary include two Ephrata High School
Fredrick already is looking ahead left-handers-Mike Kallstrom and
to next spring's diamond season Bill Harrison.
and reported today the plans of
The three community college
five prep and community college
transfers are Rusty McEwen, from
pitchers to enroll at the college.
The potential Wildcat baseballers Centralia, Dave Iraola, Yakima

CLOSED TUESDAY
MON. & WEDS. THRU
SAT. OPEN NOON-SIX

Hoppy's Backroom at 105 East 4th ..
Home of the shady deal. See the largest
selection of incense this side of New
Delhi. Take qdvantage of our 15% off
retail price o·n .ALL Shaklee products.
Come and see all of the new smoking
accessories and meet our new mascot,
'·'HOPPY ." Watch Hoppy as he happily
goes for your wallet and any other
valuables you may be carrying.
CAUTION: Parents take note. Hoppy is a
liberated frog and does not believe in
wearing clothes. He rarely makes
obscene gestures, but discretion is ·
advised for shoppers with children.

Introducing a ne""

JUICE BAR

Valley, and Dale Lund, Olympic.
Iraola, who prepped at Carroll
High School in Yakima before
attending the community college
there, was a member of the 1975
National Champion American Legion Yakima Beetles team.
The Olympic college transfer,
Lund, is a right-handed hurler who
tossed one no-hitter, three twohitters and three three-hitters in
his last two seasons with the
junior college team. He's a grad of
West Bremerton High School.
McEwen, the Centralia College
transfer, played just one season at
the community college after graduation from Toledo High School.
He's also a right-handed pitcher.
The two Ephrata athletesKallstrom and Harrison-racked
up 14-3 and 10-4 win-loss records
during the past two prep seasons.
Each had under 2.0 earned run
averages. Kallstrom also is a big
man at the plate, having batt~
·.304 his last season.

*
Carrot-Juice
· , * ·Fresh Squeezed Orange
*Grape
* Banana & Orange Smoothies
Natures way from -

Better Life Natural Foods
111 West 6th 925-250.5
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'TheY-'re for the Masses'

Variety of Counciling Services Offered on Campus
by JOY YARNELL
"Oh God, I need help, I just need
to talk to someone." This is a
common cry for help which is
answered by mental health facilities on campus. These facilities,
d_e voted to helping people with any
and all personal problems, include
the Community Psychological
Services Center, Student Counseling and Development Center
and Campus Ministry.
"If a person considers there is
something that .he wants or needs
to talk about, then it is worth
talking about," said Reverend Don
Caughey of Campus Ministry.
According to Caughey, there is no
problem too small to talk about. If
it is of big concern to the client,
then it warrants discussion.
· There is a wide variety of
problems with which people come
for counsel. Such problems as
finding one's identity, marital
crises, whether or not to stay in
school and problems with children
are just a few.
Caughey said that in some instances he must refer people to
other agencies better equipped to
handle a particular type of
problem. "If there is a really
serious problem, I must refer them
to someone who is trained in that
field."
Caughey also said that the
Ministry has had a great deal of
success with the counseling
service. He said his method is to
teach people to discover for themselves what the right answers are,
to teach people .to help themselves.
"If people become too dependent
on me, then I haven't helped them
much. I want people to frame the
options they are looking at. By
putting them in touch with their
own values, they will define their
own answer. The process is one of
self discovery."
Caughey said there are several
ways by which one might come to
the Ministry for help, by referral
from some person or agency, · or
sometimes people just walk in and
say they need help.

Kathleen Morris is one of the estintate of their ability to do well
counselors for the Student Coun- in college.
seling and Development Center.
Levell outlined the Center's view
Said Morris, "We have been trying of the need for counseling to be
to reach out and let people know broad in scope.
"We consider
we are here."
counseling to be for the masses, '
The Counseling Center deals with for everyone.
All of us have
a wide range of problems. "We problems, concerns, and conflicts.
have dealt with everything from These may seem, in an objective
relationship problems, identity sense, to be petty or small. If you
concerns, marriage counseling, sex are the one in the conflict howrole concerns, genger change, ever, it doesn't seem all that
vocational problems, and depres- small."
·
sion," said Morris.
Levell explained some problems
Discussing the -high frequency that are discussed in counseling
problems, she said that loneliness, sessions: "whether or not to stay
self identity, and personal re- in school, whether to take this
. lations problems ranked very high major or another, whether or not
on the list. "I think many students to confront your boyfriend with
on campus are lonely, especially what you are feeling."
Other
when it is their first time away problems include such things as
from home. Many people who marit<;il problems, parent child
have just gone through a relation- relationships, and problems in
ship breakup or a marriage break- male-female relations.
up are trying to reach out again,"
As Levell explained, counseling
said Morris.
provides people with an outlet to
This facility is open · to college get things off their minds so they
students, faculty, and staff person- might see the problems more
nel.
objectively. Whether or not it is a
The Community Psychological serious problem, it may become
Services Center offers their coun- serious if one doesn't give vent to
seling service to anyone in the the emotions involved.
"Councommunity. Dr. James P. Levell, seling provides people with the
head of the Center, said their upporttinity to unload, talk about
service is not limited to coun- things. It is something they would
seling. They provide psychological . not ordinarily do because they are
and academic aptitude testing as afraid of being judged.
Some
well. He related that the testing people who are lonely and afraid
service is used for a number of may discover, for the first time in
different reasons. "Occasionally a very long time, that there is
someone is referred to us by the someone who is concerned about
adult parole probation authorities. them. They find some accepting
They may want an estimate of the supportiveness. Counseling gives
intellectual abilities of the pro- them a chance to try different
. bationer. We also do all of the things, different ways of thinking
testing of children for the Ellens- without fear of being judged."
burg School District for early
Levell intimated that the counentrance into school. This is for seling service tries to help people
kids who are not quite old enough learn tO deal realistically with
to go to school, but their parents their problems.
It encourages
want them to. If they achieve a people to become self-reliant and
certain score of above average stronger through self discovery.
intellectual ability, then they may "We see counselors as enabling
go to school a few months early." people to explore their own values,
Such academic aptitude testing is in terms of decision-making and
provided also for college students problem-solving."
or those thinking of entering
Campus Mjnistr·y is staffed with
college who -yvant to have an both protestant and Catholic

ministers. If a person having a
problem prefers one or the other,
he may choose his counselor.
The Student Counseling and Development Center has a professional staff of four people, all
Ph.D.'s with the exception of one~
Morris explained how their service
is different from others on campus,
"We are all professional counselors.
We do not videotape,
which give the feeling of greater
confidentiality. We have all had
several years of counseling ex-

students training to be counselors.
They are under the direct supervision of their professors. Because
of the nature of the training
situation, it is necessary to use
video-tape recordings of counseling sessions. This is done so
students and professors can review the sessions and evaluate the
students' progression.
This
enables the counselors to improve ·
their technique. Said Levell about
the reaction of clients to being
taped, "It usually doesn't bother
them. We rlo it because we are
training counselors. We cannot
offer the service without offering
the training.

p( ~rience."

The counseling staff at the
Comm unity Psychological Services Center co~sists of graduate

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
Nightly 7:00 & 9:50

LIBERTY Theatre
S_!l~P-~ }'~ T

3:00-5:50 And 8:40

1i-----------------Walt Disn~S®

B@mli

Su.nday 4:15-7:10

ELLEN Drive-In

OPEN 8:15 925-3266
ENDS SATURDAY

·as
as
ra~... a
.

11.G. WELLS' MASTERPIECE OF SCIENCE FICTION

~T..
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Violations Net$300 a Mohth

AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

.

.

·~~
·>~\::.. .'·.:

If you find a green slip of paper Patrol, Sheriffs Office, Ellensburg
under your car's window wiper, Police Department and all other
chances are it's a ticket from the law enforcement agencies."
Campus Police.
"If each of the students, while he
.. "At the start of every quarter we
is
registering, reads our rules and
hand out a lot of citations for no
permits," says Ken Varichak, who regulations pertaining to traffic on
is . serving as temporary chief of ·campus, I think they would be a lot
police while Acting Police Chief of help to him," advised Varichak.
Parking permits can be bought at
Joe _Slaughter is on vacation.
Tickets are also given for drivipg registration or from the cashier in
or parking on the mall, service Mitchell Hall. Parking and .traffic
rules and regulations can be found
drives, lawns and sidewalks.
":T hat's for the protection of the at the Campus Police station,
located at the west end of the SUB
c~mpus of course," Varichak exparking lot.
rilrrined.
Court appearances and fines for
Approximately $300 is collected
on-campus citations are handled from college violations each month.
by Kittitas County District Court.
Money from the parking fines is
'"In total," reports District Court put in a county fund to which
Commissioner Margret Brandt, Central has no direct
"the office takes in approximately Money received from parking per$25,000 a month. This not only mit purchases is budgeted for
includes money from college viola~. parking lot upkeep and impJ;ovetions, but those from the State ment.

If a · ticket is ignored for more
than three weeks, a warning letter
is sent. If the fine is not paid
within the week, a warrant is
issued.
"If a warrant is issued," says
Brandt, "the parking violator will
have to pay double the original bail
plus $10 for issuing the warrant."

SUN. Thru TUE., AUGUST 15-16-17
SHOWS
MeTBrooks'
AT DUSK

>
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Today's Tan Might Be
TomOrrow's Cancer
Sunworshipers of Central beware: That healthy, suntanned
look is less than healthy:
A
sunburn-even a tan-can be dangerous. Over a period of time, it
may lead to skin cancer.
"If you make a habit of spending
most of the summer hours in the
sun, and if.you have fair skin, then
you are risking a chance of getting
skin cancer in your late 40's or
50's," says Dr. Benjamin Rush Jr.,
chairman of the Department of
Surgery at the New Jersey School
of Medicine and Denistry.
Although skin cancer is the most
curable cancer, Rush says it also is
the most common. The American
Cancer Society reported 300,000
cases of it last year in the United
States alone.
Basically, skin cancer develops

after the cells begin to lose their
normal characteristics and break
down to form a sore. The sore, if
diagnosed as cancer, is treated
with x-rays or surgery to slice off
the diseased cells.
Rush said a fair-skinned person
who spends every summer in the
sun should protect himself with
sun-blocking lotions and wear a big
hat for shade.
"From what we can tell, it is a
·cumulative effect," Rush said. A
person who is outside all day for
the entire summer will probably
acquire the skin characteristics
which lead to cancer.
"But, it's not something that is
going to pop up because you have a
sunburn once. It's a cancer that
develops from long, long exposure."

30 Space Parkifig
for New Library
Construction bidding for the new
30-car parking lot north of the
library is scheduled to be opened
Aug. 6, according to Gil Braida,
Director of Facilities Planning and
Construction for Central.
Braida said construction on 14th
Street will begin after Aug. 6 and
is expected to be finished by the

There is expected to be no charge
in the evening, Braida says.
Malcolm Alexander, reference
librarian, said escorts to cars had
been provided for some of the
women employees but that this
would not be necessary with the
scheduling of fluorescent lights
that will be installed in the new

beginning of the fall quarter.

parking lot.

The 30-car parking lot is more
than enough for Central's library,
according to Braida. He also said
it is to be used for part-time
parking only, enforced by meters.

"Financial problems have limited
the parking area to just one entry
by SCOTT FITZGERALD
and exit area," Braida says.
This plan is part of a larger lot
Bicyclists of Central should be
which will be constructed in the
.aware of the safety rules and
future, says Braida.

These s~bathing students ar~ _using suntan lotions to protect .themselves from tl!_e _harmful
effects while they enjoy its beneficial aspects. The best lotions have screeners - and
moisturizers.

Rules of the Road for Bicyclists

''Get There

II

S.a ndals
by

traffic laws that may effect them
when bicycling.
With the massive increase of
bicyclists on the already auto
congested streets, awareness of
·s afe bicycling is a necessity.
Traffic laws for bicyclists are the
same as those for the motorists.
Signs, signals, markings, and
other traffic regulations must be
obeyed by both if they wish to
avoid a traffic citation.
A few "Rules of the Road" that
bicyclists should be aware of are:
1. Use hand signals to indicate
turning or stopping, the same as
when driving a motor vehicle.

2. Obey all applicable traffic
regulations, signs, signals, and
markings.
3. Watch out for car doors being
opened on the street side and for
cars pulling out into traffic from
parking positions.
4. Protect yourself at night with
required reflectors and lights; the
"whip" safety flags also are recommended.
5. Number one rule of a bicyclist
is to drive· defensively.
6. Keep to the right and drive
with traffic, ·not against it, and try
to a void congested streets.
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Mundy's Shoe Store
Open until 8:30 Friday evenings

·Downtown·
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Agate Gemstones
in original designs
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Openings for reporters

**

You too con join the exciting world. of journalism
the Campus Crier's editorial staff will learn you,
yes even you, to write good in just half an hour,
thirty minutes. When you join the staff you'll receive, absolutely free, on ~osy course of horn e
study including:

v The dynamics of interviewing
How to ask questions without getting assaulted.

v Sloppy seconds
How to get by with just a rough draft.

v Office Equipment
The Crier's dedicated and literate editorial staff
discuss challenging story ideas.

Fall Quarter openings for Reporters,
become the Woodstein .of the future

Learn indentation on the typewriters.
Main points covered in Grammar Rock.
ti'

Shooting Bull

Chewing the fat, newsroom 'style.
One minute each on timeliness, ethics,
credibility, viability, and faking ability.

GAMES ROOM
Offering a variety of flipper games, pool and sn~oker, the the Games Room can provide you with
hours of fun.

'The atmosphere is relaxed and comfortable making it a ni.ce place to visit.

Sum mer hours run from l 0 am to 3pm.

TENT N' TUBE RENTAL SHOP
Adiacent to the Garn es Room is the tent'n tube Rental Shop. In its five years of opera·t ion _the shop has
increased its variety and quality of gear. Anything from rafts, canoes and inner tubes to snowshoes and
ice axes cars be rented at a reasonble cost, Drop by and visit or call us at 963-35 37 between 10 am and 3 pm.
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As a service to students and residents of Ellensburg, the
Central Washington State ~olle9e Recreation Department.
PLAYGROUND
THE SUMMER
PLAYGROUND IS OFFERED FOR THE DEPENDENT CHILDREN OF THE STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF OF CWSC.
'
LOCATION:
THE NORTH PLAYGROUND NEAR
HEBELER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND THE
"DABBLER" ARTS AND CRAFTS ROOM.
PROGRAM DATES:
MONDAY, JUNE 21 _ FRIDAY,
AUGUST 20. HOURS: MONDAY - FRIDAY -10 A.M. - 3
P.M.
DAILY SCHEDULE:
10 A.M. - 12 NOON - ORGANIZED GAMES, SPORTS
AND DANCE.
12 noon - 1 _J.M. -- SACK LUNCHES, STORY TELLING
AND INDIVIDUAL PROJECT·s.
1 P.M. -3 P.M. - CREATIVE DRAMATICS, l.RTS AND
CRAFTS, PLUS MORE GAMES AND ACTIVITIES.

SWIMMING POOL
- ALL DEPENDENTS MUST HA VE
A PASS, WHICH CAN BE ACQUIRED AT NICHOLSON
PAVILION JUNE 24 AND 25.
FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING SWIMMING POOL
AND ITS USE, CONTACT JOHN GREGOR,
NICHOLSON PAVILION, 963'"1911
SCHEDULE:
SATURD_AY AND SUNDAY - FM!!~LY HOUR: 4 - 5 P.M.
FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS (ONLY) - 5 - 6 P.M.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY-FAMILY HOUR: 6:30 -7:30P.M.
FACULTY, ~TAFF, STUDENTS (ONLY)
5:30 - 6:30 P.M.
TUESDAY ANDTHURSDAY-FAMILYHOUR-3:30- 4:30P.M.
FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS (ONLY) 5:30- 6:30 P.M.

This is the "new" Ellensburg depot, built in 1909
to repl<;Jce another one, "unfit for_public use," and
opened for business in 19 10. In those pre-automobile days Ellensburg res id en ts flocked to the d~pot
every summer to ride the train for berrypicking in
h

-Coscades.
Now the depot, adjoining Burlington Northern
Square is used by AMTRAK. and the freight Ii ryes.

White plastic chairs mingle with the original oak
benches. The depot is a cool and lonely spot in
summer.

